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The time-travel romantic drama "Splash, Splash, Love" may only have two episodes, but there are at least five. The obvious fame of
this film brought more trouble than joy: the authorities accused its creators of pornography and demanded the closure of the rental.

However, the film grossed more than half a billion dollars at the box office, setting more records than the film "Casino Royale",
released a year earlier. The most important star, according to Ian Anderson, was Kelly Preston herself. However, in many ways,

"Resurrection" is a "hodgepodge" of acting and directing techniques. â€œThere is a person there who digitizes,â€• says Anderson. He
negotiates and gets what he needs. There is an artist who does not perform at all what he originally intended, but at the same time

everything adds up. In this case, the director acted in accordance with the principle of "one actor - one offer". "Sensation" occurred in
the summer of 1981, when Kelly's co-star, actor Bob Hoskins, decided to get rid of the reminders of his betrayal. He killed the cat he
lived with in the same house as Preston, and then decided to burn down the house after he found out that his owner was going to sell

it. Later, in court, he admitted that he wanted to destroy the house, but did not destroy the furniture. On the set of Resurrection,
Preston met screenwriter Bryan Singer, who, like her, was once married to actress Harper Lee. Singer recalled that the relationship

between them was very difficult. â€œIt was a terrible friendship - a mixture of resentment, love and sex. Everything was built on thin
ice. But it seemed to us that we were going to reunite. It wasn't easy for us. I now understand that this story for me has united us even

more. We went to the toilet together. We made love together." This incident in one of the conversations with Anderson, Lars von
Trier himself remarked: â€œI think Bob was very attached to Harper. I always felt such respect for her, even at the time when we

filmed "Sensation" together. Relations between Robin Williams and Meryl Streep became no less tense: Williams met the actress in
Sydney when she was traveling by bus. "I met Meryl at Sydney International Airport,
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